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 Background: In line with global trends, Brazil faces the dilemma of how to produce 
more, while reducing social inequality and avoiding environmental damage, and at the 

same time, pursuing a more sustainable agricultural policy. This study seeks to evaluate 

the environmental efficiency of Brazilian agriculture on the basis of a case study of 
municipalities in Goiás in 2006. This involved employing the Data Envelopment 

Analysis method, associated with Directional Distance Functions. The results show the 

low level of environmental efficiency. The overall average index found was 0.37, 
which shows that it is possible to increase production by 37% and at the same time,  

reduce the same amount of productive input, degraded areas and rural poverty, simply 
by adopting best regional practices. Alternatively, if the input is kept at a constant rate, 

the increase in production and the reduction of environmental and social variables 

reaches 63% on average. Thus this study seeks to show that economic, social and 
environmental factors are not necessarily in conflict, or represent a zero-sum game. 

These results act as a valuable aid in drawing up policies that can lead to a 

maximization of social welfare while taking full account of the role of the sector in 
helping to turn Brazil into a major exporter of food in the world. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 For the first time in over three million years, the 

emission of carbon dioxide stemming from human 

(anthropic) activities in terms of millions of particles 

(ppm) has gone beyond the threshold of 400 ppm. 

Moreover, although there are divergent views about 

whether the release of gases really affects the 

temperature of the planet, it is well known that 

natural events are occurring with increasing intensity 

and disastrous effects (HERTON, 2013).  

 At the same time, the destruction of important 

forests is gathering pace in a significant way and 

causing serious environmental problems: the loss of 

biodiversity, reduction of carbon sequestration, 

desertification and erosion of the soil among other 

factors. According to the National Institute of Spatial 

Research (INPE, 2013) the destruction of the 

Brazilian Atlantic Forest increased by 29% in the 

period 2011-2013. With regard to the Amazon forest, 

according to a research study carried out by Sales 

and Souza Jr. (2012), the rate of destruction 

amounted to 5.055 sq.m. between August 2012 and 

July 2013, a larger area than expected. This is only 

one aspect of the environmental problem which 

requires an increasing effort by the whole national 

and international community for the preservation of 

the environment.  

 However, the progress of mankind cannot stop; 

there is an increasing number of people who need 

goods and food of a sufficient quantity and quality to 

allow them to have a better standard of living. From 

this perspective, it is clear that the main 

responsibility falls on agriculture since this is one of 

the main suppliers of raw materials for the food 

industry. Hence this economic sector must raise its 

productivity and ecoefficiency, in particular by 

innovating and adopting better practices. 

 In addition, although Brazil is one of the leading 

producers of food in the world, it is witnessing 

higher levels of rural poverty that largely stem from 

the huge inequality in the distribution of land and 

traditional public policies that impose restrictions of 

the credit and technical rural assistance given to 
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small domestic farmers (a situation that has been 

alleviated by the setting up of the National Program 

to Strengthen Family Farming - PRONAF). Even 

though the country has made alterations to its 

distributive policies in recent years, the gulf between 

the most impoverished and the wealthiest classes is 

still extremely wide, especially in rural regions 

(GROSSI, 2011).  According to the author, in 2009, 

33% of the rural population was in a situation of 

poverty and 14% in dire poverty. 

 In this climate and in line with global trends, 

Brazil has to face the following question: how can 

economic efficiency be improved with less social 

inequality or environmental damage? The answer to 

this question is beginning to be subjected to an 

analysis of the socio-environmental efficiency of 

Brazilian agriculture. Thus the aim of this article is to 

make an assessment of the socio-environmental 

efficiency of Brazilian agriculture on the basis of a 

case study of municipalities in the State of Goiás. 

More precisely, this research seeks to estimate two 

indicators (or strategies) of relative efficiency. By 

satisfying the concept of Pareto optimality, these can 

empower the economic, ecological and social 

dimensions at the same time, by employing the 

method of Data Envelopment Analysis – DEA) with 

directional distance functions.  

 The choice of the State of Goiás was made 

because this is one of the most dynamic states in the 

development sector and is among the most 

significant contributors to the Gross National Product 

(GNP) of Brazilian agriculture (Agência Minas, 

2012). In view of this, it is believed that applying this 

new methodology (DEA) to the State of Goiás, will 

lead to both advances in the literature of Brazilian 

research and also in the debate about how to 

overcome the apparent antagonism between the 

social, environmental and economic dimensions with 

ideas that can assist in formulating policies geared 

towards achieving the best possible social welfare 

system. 

 This article is structured as follows: Section 1 is 

the Introduction; in Section 2 there is a review of the 

literature which explains the concepts of 

sustainability and externality, while also providing 

evidence of the possible kinds of approaches that can 

be adopted for this study with a view to outlining and 

characterizing the model that has been chosen. In 

Section 3, there is an examination of the 

methodology for the research which sets out the 

parameters of the problem being addressed. In 

Section 4, there is a discussion of the results 

obtained. Finally, Section 5 offers some final 

observations and makes suggestions for further 

studies. 

  

The Theoretical Framework: 

 The concept of sustainable development arose 

several years before the Brundtland Report of the 

United Nations World Commission on Environment 

and Development (UNWCED, 1987), but it was this 

report that best described it. UNWCED defined it as 

being the kind of development that seeks to meet the 

needs of a generation and which at the same time, is 

not committed to future development but ensures that 

both generations attain a reasonable level of social, 

economic and environmental development. 

 However, it was only after the United Nations 

Conference on the Environment and Development 

(also known as Eco 92), that the term began to spread 

and was picked up by the media where it became 

entrenched in intergovernmental discussions. 

Moreover, although the documents signed at that 

time, did not have much effect, some points were 

included for the setting up of an agenda of socio-

environmental responsibility. One of these 

documents was Agenda 21, which was designed to 

lead to the implementation of sustainable 

development. Brazil at this stage was not behind in 

creating its own agenda since it wished to pursue its 

own growth in a more sustainable manner. It is worth 

stressing that the key areas for this study are: 

sustainable agriculture, the reduction of social 

inequality and the search for sustainable 

environmental development (UNWCED, 1987). 

 In the study of sustainability, a crucial factor is 

the so-called externalities, which can be either 

positive or negative and involve the involuntary 

imposition of costs or benefits. In other words, they 

have both desirable and undesirable effects on third 

parties without these parties having the opportunity 

to prevent them or the right to be indemnified or any 

obligation to pay them. Negative externalities when 

translated into costs appear when the result of “the 

activity of an economic agent has an adverse effect 

on the welfare or profits of another agent and there is 

no market mechanism which can allow it to be 

compensated” (OLIVEIRA, 1999). In contrast, 

positive externalities can be regarded as the activity 

of an economic agent who assigns a benefit to a third 

party without this person’s involvement or consent 

what this means to rural poverty (and the 

environmental effects originating from the 

development of Brazilian agriculture) can be 

regarded as negative externalities.   

 Another way of approaching sustainability in the 

literature is through what is called the triple bottom 

line (TBL) which concerns the  People, Planet, 

Profit triangulation put forward by Elkington (1998) 

in an attempt to reconcile economic factors with 

environmental standards and social justice. One 

problem with the TBL is that the three dimensions 

cannot be easily aggregated within a single indicator. 

It is difficult, for example, to achieve this a) in the 

same terms as profit, b) with regard to the total 

amount of damage caused by the disastrous 

explosion of the nuclear reactor in the plant at 

Chernobyl in Ukraine in 1989, or c) when one 

computes the cost of depriving children of a good 

standard of education so that they are made to work.  
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 In recent empirical studies, two of the methods 

are those that are most widely used in the literature to 

address this problem: the parametric method and 

non-parametric methods in efficiency analysis, which 

equate desired products (revenue or profit) and 

undesired products or negative externalities (for 

example, environmental effects and rural poverty). 

They are based on the principle that socio-

environmental efficiency underpins sustainable 

development. 

 Both methods set out from the concept of the 

production process. The whole productive process 

requires the generation of some economic value and 

for this reason, it needs inputs (x), which when 

rearranged and organized in a rational way, result in 

particular goods and services (y). If it is assumed that 

making this product is only one stage, we can then 

describe the “transformation of input into output” as 

being a process (Slack, Johnson and   Chambers, 

2009). 

 Other key concepts linked to the production 

process refer to productivity and efficiency. The first 

can be defined as the relationship between the 

amount produced by y and the amount used by x. 

This shows the extent to which natural resources are 

used in the production process that is observed. The 

second refers to the way the best combination of 

inputs is conceptualized and the kind of methods 

employed with a view to producing the largest 

possible number of goods. In other words, 

“productivity” is how goods are produced with 

regard to each of the resources used and “efficiency” 

is how they are produced with regard to what they 

are able to produce (PEÑA, 2008). 

 Efficiency can be classified in two ways: 

technical efficiency and economic efficiency. The 

first takes place when the largest amount of goods is 

produced with a given level of input – the so-called 

efficiency geared to production (outputs); or, given 

the fact that there is a fixed level of production, the 

least possible amount of input is used i.e. efficiency 

geared towards inputs. And with regard to the latter, 

(economic efficiency), a productive method is more 

efficient from one economic  standpoint than 

another, when the former achieves the same amount 

of goods as the latter at a lower cost or when the 

same cost can lead to a higher degree of production. 

Thus, economic efficiency is an extension of 

technical efficiency since it entails fiscal and 

monetary factors. In other words, a maximum 

technical efficiency is required to ensure that 

production is economically efficient, although an 

organization that is efficient in a technical sense may 

be inefficient in economic terms if it fails to make 

the best combination of inputs for reducing costs 

(PEÑA, 2008).  

 This complex situation can be addressed if the 

parametric methods make use of the so-called 

functions of production – costs, profit or revenue – 

by means of a regression analysis. However, as Peña 

(2008) argues, this application forms a part of the 

assumption that all the production units should form 

an efficient “border”; if this hypothesis is not valid, 

the estimates of the parameters may be tendentious.  

 Thus the DEA [Data Envelopment Analysis] 

border can be defined in a more inductive way by 

means of a set of technologically factive processes 

that are estimated on the basis of empirically 

observed units and only characterized by best 

practices. This method dispenses with the traditional 

parametric hypothesis about the efficient behavior of 

the units that are analyzed, since the existence of 

market failures, including externalities, does not 

necessarily trigger an automatic liquidation 

mechanism and there are bankruptcies that drive 

inefficient producers out of the market. In addition, 

the DEA does not offer a hypothesis that is directly 

concerned with the behavior (probability distribution 

function) of the variables and it does not require an a 

priori specification of any functional relationship 

between inputs and products to determine its efficient 

border and thus allow possible errors to emerge from 

this specification (ROSANO-PEÑA, 2012) .  

 The DEA method has other benefits. It can 

involve multiple inputs and multiple products 

measured in different units, which can enable the full 

complexity of the productive systems to be modelled. 

Similarly, the DEA determines the changes that are 

needed to allow the inefficient units to become 

efficient and sets out several remedies that can make 

improvements in efficiency in a more flexible way. 

The method can also be employed to discover 

examples of idleness or redundancies and the 

formulation of policies for the reduction of inputs 

linked to investment which can optimize efficiency 

and the ideal size of the units. 

 Unfortunately, the use of the DEA method in the 

study of the sustainability of Brazilian agriculture, 

does not take sufficient account of the importance of 

this sector in the national economy. This is shown by 

Gomes (2008) in a study on the state-of-the-art use of 

this approach in agriculture and is confirmed by the 

recent survey conducted by the authors of the portal 

in the periodical supported by the Foundation for 

Supporting  the Improvement of Higher Education 

Personnel (CAPES). The study that comes closest to 

the concerns of this work is the investigation of 

sustainability in Brazilian agriculture by Rosano-

Peña et al. (2014) 

  

Research Methods:  

 The method employed in this research initially 

set out to represent the Possibility-Production Curve  

(PPC) by means of its border. This border expresses 

the relation between the productive factors or inputs 

(x ϵ ) and the maximum amount of goods and 

services produced (y ϵ ), by assuming the most 

efficient method of production from a sample of k 

productive units, which is also called the Decision 

Making Unit (DMU).  
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 In this way the Data Envelopment Analysis 

(DEA) calculates how inefficient all the other units 

are in relation to the DMUs which form the border 

and represent best practices. The simplest 

configuration for representing the CPP is given in 

Figure 1, which is formed of one input x and one 

output y. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: The possibility-production curve   (PPC). 

 

 More exactly, CPP = {(x, y): x can produce y  

x, y≥0}, where x is the input vector and y is the 

output vector. In this way, the CCP must satisfy the 

essential axioms of the production theory formulated 

by  Grosskopf (1986): i) The point (0,0) CCP, thus 

being a y(0) = 0. Or in other words, it is possible to 

produce nothing at all; ii) The PPC is finite, convex 

and closed; iii) The PPC can include a Strong 

Disposability of Inputs and Outputs, in which ∀ y 

ϵ , ∀ x ϵ , (x, y) ϵ CPP, y’ ≤ y e x’ ≥ x⇒ (x’, y) 

e (x, y’) ϵ CPP. 

 The strong disposability of Outputs means that, 

given a number of inputs, it is possible to produce a 

smaller amount of a particular product. However, 

when one is able to increase the number of inputs 

without any alteration in the number of outputs 

produced, this is called the Strong Disposability of  

Inputs (GROSSKOPF, 1986).  

 It is worth remembering that the points which 

are found on the PPC border satisfy the principle of 

optimal Pareto. An allocation is Pareto efficient 

when it is not possible to improve any feature 

without making another worse (STIGLIZ, 2000). In 

this study, a production unit is efficient from a Pareto 

standpoint, when it makes use of the lowest level of 

inputs possible to achieve a given level of production 

or when the best level of production is achieved with 

a given level of input.  

 The distance function can be used to estimate 

efficiency (SHEPHARD, 1953) or the correlated 

Measurement of Productive Efficiency of Farrell 

(1957). The distance functions can be basically 

described as having two equivalent forms – those 

geared to goods and those geared to inputs. In the 

cases where the distance function is geared towards 

outputs, it will be defined as Do (x, y) = Min {θ: (x, 

(y/θ)) ϵ P(x)}, where θ is the index that measures the 

distance from a certain point to the border of the PPC 

in the space of the outputs when the inputs are kept 

fixed - P(x)={y: (x, y)  CPP}. This index ranges 

from zero to one, (θ ϵ (0,1]). These cases are 

illustrated in Figure 1, in the displacement of Point C 

to Point B. The distance function geared to the inputs 

will be defined as Di (x, y) =Max {δ: (x/δ, y) ϵ L(y)}, 

where δ≥1 shows to what extent the inputs in the 

inputs space can be reduced L(y)={x : y ϵ CPP }. 

Here the objective is to maximize the efficiency from 

the perspective of seeking to reduce the use of 

productive factors. This case is illustrated in Figure 

1, in the example in which Point C was displaced and 

moved to Point A. In the case when θ=δ=1, the 

DMU is considered to be efficient and leaves the 

border; but if θ < 1 e δ > 1, it can be considered to be 

inefficient. The relation between the distance 

functions and Farrell’s index, calculated by the DEA, 

is represented as Do (x, y) = [Fo (x, y)]
-1

 e Di(x, y) =  

[Fi (x, y)]
-1

 . This means that the index of efficiency 

is the inverse of distance. Thus, the greater the 

distance, the lower the index of efficiency. On the 

other hand, the closer to the possibility-production 

border and the lower the distance, the greater will be 

the efficiency index. 

 On this question, after taking into account what 

has been said, it is necessary to add the subproducts 

or in other words, the externalities in the output 

vector (u ϵ ): u = (y, b), in which  y ϵ  is the 

first sub-vector, b ϵ  and the second is m=p+q. 

Thus the possibility-production curve becomes: 

CPP= {(x, y, b) ϵ } (FÄRE, GROSSKOPF, 

1986; FÄRE, GROSSKOPF, et al., 1989).  

 Moreover, this possibility-production curve 

acquires additional properties (CHUNG, FÄRE e 

GROSSKOPF, 1997): i) The production of the 

required output necessarily involved generating 

externalities , whether they be positive or negative; 

these externalities are natural for production- or 

expressed formally:  y ϵ  b ϵ , y = 0 b = 

0 (Null-jointness); ii) They will be based on a Weak 

Disposability of Outputs - WDO, expressed by: 

y b , (x,y,b)  CPP (x,αy,αb) ϵ CPP, 

0≤α≤1. This property suggests that the proportional 

reduction of the two kinds of outputs is feasible, but 

the isolated elimination of undesirable features is 

impossible in the efficient border. Hence, in the case 

of weak disposability, the reduction of externalities is 

bound up with significant production costs, which 

means that one of the types of output can generally 

have a negative impact on another output. 

 This case of WDO usually occurs when there is 

some restriction on the production of undesirable 

goods, as is the case of government regulations. Thus 

when the WDO property is taken into account, 

together with variable income equivalence scales, 

there is the equation (1): 

               (1) 

In which: 

i) z  is the intensity or weight vector for each input 

and output in each DMU;  
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ii)   e , are the input matrices 

and the desirable and undesirable goods of the k units 

used respectively; 

iii) e  is a vector (1xk) formed by k units of 1. 

 When the new PPC has been delineated, it 

allows the calculation of socio-environmental 

efficiency.  Chung et.al (1997) use the concept of 

Directional Distance Functions (FDD) for this, which 

is an extension of the Distance Function of Shephard 

(1953) with the constant returns scale given by the 

following equation (2).  

 (2) 

 In this, is the directional vector 

which makes it possible to maximize the desirable 

product (y) and at the same time reduces the inputs 

(x) as well as the undesired goods (b). 

 With the aid of this distance function, the 

objectives can be altered that are needed to change 

and make considerable alterations to the direction of 

the  vector. For example, if it is necessary to 

maximize production ( while at the same 

time to reduce the negative externalities ( , 

and keep the use of the inputs constant ( , 

will indicate how far a DMU is from the border of 

the CCP in this direction, as well as how inefficient 

is the unit being evaluated. On the other hand, when 

the g vector is (-gx = 1, gy = 1, -gb = 1) , β suggests 

the percentage  by which the  DMU can increment all 

the desirable goods while at the same time reducing 

the externalities to reach the PPC border. If β = 0, the 

DMU is socio-environmentally efficient. In this way, 

for each i unit,    are calculated to solve the 

problem of linear programming with variable 

incomes that are scaled in the DEA model, given by 

the equation (3): 

 

 (3) 

Since: 

 
(3.1) 

 (3.2) 

 (3.3) 

 (3.4) 

 (3.5) 

 For the purposes of facilitating understanding, 

assume what is shown in Figure 2. This forms the 

possibility-production curve when the inputs are kept 

fixed and given i units (points) arranged in the graph, 

in which the vertical axis is formed by the production 

of a desirable item y;  and the horizontal axis  is 

formed by a non-desirable item b. The O, A, V, B, C, 

D, E and F points form the area of the CCP
w
, but are 

the line segments formed by the A, V and B points 

which constitute the efficient border.  

 In view of this, it can be concluded that Point P 

is an inefficient unit because it is not found at the 

border of the CCP
w
, or rather, is not the best Pareto 

point. This means that ,as shown in Figure 2, the 

point can be displaced in the direction of  P – in the 

case when g=(0,0,-1), and make the straight angle 

have a projection equal to 0º. In this case, the unit 

with the same number of y products will improve its 

efficiency by reducing the production of the b 

externality. The same line of reasoning can be used 

for the P Point if the administrator/researcher would 

prefer the efficiency of his/her DMU to improve in 

the sense of only increasing the production. This can 

be represented by g = (0,1,0). 

 Finally, the P point can be displaced in the same 

direction as where the V point can be found and the 

hypothetical P’’’ point will be in the same place. For 

this to occur, the angle of the directional vector 

which is formed by g=(0, 1,-1) will be 45º and the P 

point will be projected in  

. Hence, it is the 

FDD which after being chosen for the g directions, 

determines the value of , and thus provides 

evidence of how inefficient the DMU is and how far 

away from finding the border of the  CCP
w
. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: The PPC in the condition of a weak disposal 

and undesirable outputs, with the 

“g”indicator Source:            

Modified from FÄRE, GROSSKOPF, et al. 

(1989) 

 

 The FDD makes it possible for the researcher to 

guide the direction of the vector which by varying 

the objectives can calculate the different kinds of 

strategy needed to ensure the efficiency of a 

particular DMU.  Since two externalities are 

considered in this article, the second externality 

called “b2”will be considered – which follows the 

same assumptions as the b1 externality. Table 1 has 

been modified from Rosano-Peña et al. (2013), and 

is shown with the arrangements that are possible: 

 In Table 1, the value of the vector can be “0” or 

“1”, in which “0” is understood as  the constant 

variable being kept, or more precisely, and 

“1”, if the objective is to change a determined 

variable, . Bearing in mind that the vector with 

 , this means keeping the 

status quo,and that for this reason, it does not appear 

in Table 1. However, in this research study, the 

combinations were only calculated from 11ª to 14ª. 

 The 11ª,  combination represents an 

increase of production of  y, and the reduction of the 

b1 and b2 externalities by keeping the inputs constant. 
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The 14ª   combination also corresponds to the 

increased production of y and the reduction of 

externalities but with a reduction of the consumption 

of inputs. 

 In the following section, there is a description of 

the variables used in this study. 

 
Table 1: Possíble combinations of the directional vectors. 

N. of comb. D(x,y,b1,b2) x y b1 b2 

1 
 

0 0 0 1 

2 
 

0 0 1 1 

3 
 

0 0 1 0 

4 
 

1 0 0 0 

5 
 

1 0 1 0 

6 
 

1 0 0 1 

7 
 

1 0 1 1 

8 
 

0 1 0 0 

9 
 

0 1 0 1 

10 
 

0 1 1 0 

11  0 1 1 1 

12 
 

1 1 0 0 

13 
 

1 1 0 1 

14 
 

1 1 1 1 

15 
 

1 1 1 0 

Source: compiled by the authors. 

 

Parameters of the model employed in the analysis 

of agriculture in Goiás: 

 In this article, data were drawn on regarding the 

agricultural production of 244 municipalities in 

Goiás for the year 2006, only two of which were 

rejected owing to a lack of analytical data (Abadia de 

Goiás and Abadiânia). As well as inputs, the classical 

production factors were taken into account, following 

the pattern of most work on Brazilian agriculture: 

land, manpower and capital. In addition, three 

products were chosen as determined by the Triple 

Bottom Line, set out by Elkington (1998), to assess 

the degree of sustainability: agricultural production, 

environmental degradation and rural poverty. In 

Chart 1, there is a detailed description of the 

variables used in this research study. 

 
CHART 1 – Variables. 

Input 

Land – total used by the establishments  [in hectares]; x1 

Manpower – Expenses per annum incurred from the payment of salaries in the rural environment in 

each municipality [R$]; 
x2 

Capital - 10 % of the fixed capital assets (machinery, implements, buildings, installations etc.) in R$ 

1,000 per total area of the establishments. The depreciation in the time was estimated as being 10% in 

the period of a year; 

x3 

Product 

Desired outcome  – Total production costs  [R$ millions]; y 

Undesired environmental outcome – Degraded land (eroded, desertified, salinized, etc.) [hectares]. 

Degraded lands are regarded as those which have been damaged as a result of human activities 
b1 

Undesired social outcome – Rural poverty in the municipalities in 2006, given by the number of 

families with an average nominal monthly of up to half of the official minimum salary  . 
b2 

Source : compiled by the authors . 

 

 All the inputs and outputs, with the exception of 

the rural poverty variable in the towns in 2006 (b2), 

were taken from the Agricultural Census for 2006 

(IBGE – Brazilian Institute of Geography and 

Statistics, 2006). According to the Agricultural 

Census Handbook, the sign -“ represents values close 

to zero. To assist in the calculation of the DEA, these 

were replaced by 0.01. In addition, in this Census, 

20% of the values of b1 were not given information. 

It was possible to apply this to the world of the 

municipalities by estimating the values that were 

missing, on the basis of the percentage of the land 

degraded in the total area of their respective micro-

regions. 

  The b2 variable was inferred from the values of 

the Demographic Census of 2000 (IBGE, 2000) and 

the Demographic Census of 2010 (IBGE, 2010). The 

value of rural poverty in the municipalities of  2006 

was first obtained by estimating the annual rate made 

up of growth (R) by comparing the census data from 

2000 and 2010, in accordance with Equation 4, and 

the rural poverty of the towns in 2000 and 2010 

(PRM2000 and PRM2010).  

R =  
(4) 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 With the aid of the parameters described up to 

this point, only the combinations 11ª ( ) and 14ª 

( ) of Table 1 were calculated. It should be 

borne in mind that the combination Number 11 seeks 

to boost production and reduce the externalities and 

keep the inputs constant. In the case of the 14 

combination, the calculated indicators will take 

account of the maximization of production and the 

minimization of the use of inputs and externalities. 

  Figure 1 and Table 2 summarize the efficiency 

calculations for the , vector – that is, for the 

combination Number 11. It was confirmed in this 

analysis that out of the 244 towns, 67 had a socio-

environmental efficiency of   ( = 0). The most 

inefficient towns make a total of 36 and obtained an 

index equal to 1. This means that to become efficient, 

a town must increase its production by 100% and at 

the same time, reduce the undesirable outcomes (b1 

and b2) at the same value.  

 The global data provide evidence of a high rate 

of inefficiency with an average of 0.63. This means 

that the State can be, on average, 63% more efficient. 

However, when the individual results of the towns 

are added up, if the constant inputs are retained, the 

State will be able to increase production by 47.02%; 

it can also reduce the amount of degraded land and 

the number of families suffering from poverty in the 

State, by an average of 22.52% and 27.02% 

respectively, (as shown in Table 2). This represents 

in absolute values, an increase of production worth 4 

billion reais, - a reduction of 38 thousand hectares of 

degraded land and the removal of  7,723 families 

from poverty . 

    

 
 

Fig. 1: Spatial Distribution of the indices for the level of socio-environmental efficiency: 11 Combination. 

  

Table 2: Analysis of the results in which  . 

Average inefficiency in the State of Goiás when   : 63% 

% that will be able to increase production: 47,02% 

% that will be able to reduce the amount of degraded land : 22,52% 

% that will be able to reduce the No. of families in poverty : 27,02% 

Source: prepared by the authors . 

 

 Figure 2 and Table 3, together with the data for the analysis of the 14 combination, , show a strategy 

for maximizing production and at the same time reducing inputs and negative externalities. Evidence was found 

that the number of efficient units increased by 7, and became 74, the equivalent of 30,3% of the total. It was also 

clear that the most inefficient town is Niquelândia, because its index is equal to 0.836. In other words, in terms 

of absolute values, (as shown in Table 3), it showed a significant improvement in attaining its goals. 

 When the ,objective is traced, the State of Goiás also showed a high rate of socio-environmental 

inefficiency. The average rate of efficiency is 0.37 – which means that the State can be up to approximately 37% 

more efficient, and also that its towns can increase production and reduce externalities and inputs by the same 

percentage. Hence, by adding up the individual results of the towns, the State can increase production by 

28,24% and reduce the degraded land and number of families in a state of poverty by 37,57% and 38,24% 

respectively. It is clear that this will reduce the land inputs, manpower and capital assets by 42.55%,  35.53% 

and 32.63% in the same order. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: The spatial distribution of the index of the level of socio-environmental efficiency (Model 14).  
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Table 3: Analysis of the results in which . 

Point analyzed DMU Value of   

Most efficient municipalities : 74 DMUs 0 

Least efficient town: Niquelândia 0,836 

   

Goals for Niquelândia: Absolute value 

Value of  production (R$): 89.427,35 

Degraded land  (hectares): 280,81 

Poverty (nº of families): 37,16 

Area (hectares): 76.180,13 

Paid salaries  (R$): 3.402,18 

Fixed Capital Assets (R$): 653,70 

 Absolute value % 

Average rate of inefficiency in the State of  Goiás when   37% 

How far production can be increased: 2499293.61 28,24% 

How far there can be a reduction in degraded land: 18440.61 37,57% 

How far the number of familes in poverty can be reduced 4046.78 38,24% 

How far the area (in hectares) can be reduced : 11079574.37 42,55% 

How far the paid salaries can be reduced  (R$): 379017.10 35,53% 

How far the amount of fixed capital assets can be reduced (R$): 158139.97 32,63% 

Source: compiled by the authors.   

  

 An analysis of the mesoregions and 

microregions in the State of Goiás was conducted to 

clarify and improve socio-environmental efficiency. 

Table 4 was formed on the basis of the results 

obtained here, and this shows the most efficient cases 

defined in e . Thus account can be taken  

of the best mesoregions and microregions and those 

that have the most efficient towns; similarly one can 

speak of the least efficient, or rather, those that have 

more towns with high rates of inefficiency. 

 To start with, the objective  was analyzed. 

Table 4 was formed on the basis of the 67 most 

efficient units and the 37 least efficient. Thus, among 

the most efficient DMUs, 33 of them were found in 

the mesoregion called Central Goiás; and 27, in the  

South Goiás region. However, among the least 

efficient DMUs, 18 of them were situated in East 

Goiás and 12 in North Goiás.  

 In the analysis of the 67 most efficient units, 

Anápolis and the South-East of Goiás were the most 

important micro-regions, with 11 and 10 occurrences 

respectively. The outskirts of Brasília were the least 

efficient microregion (in the towns).  

 On the other hand, taking into account the 

objective of , 74 more efficient units were 

employed. Among the most efficient mesoregions are 

Central and South Goiás, which make up 35 and 27 

towns respectively. The least efficient mesoregions 

are East and North Goiás where two of the 9 towns 

are regarded as the least efficient. It is worth noting 

that it was found that the least efficient DMUs are 

the most widespread.  

 With regard to the microregions, Anápolis, 

which has 10 towns, was the most efficient followed 

by the South-East of Goiás with 9 towns and Ceres 

with 9 as well. The microregion with most inefficient 

units is also the outskirts of Brasília, with 9 towns. 

 It should be noted that the microregion of 

Anápolis, which forms a part of the mesoregion of 

Central Goiás ,is alone responsible for a third of the 

towns of Central Goiás that are regarded as efficient . 

It should also be realized that the  South-East 

microregion of Goiás is responsible for 10 of the 

most efficient towns in South Goiás, which is the 

mesoregion they belong to. For an illustration of this 

data, see Table 4. 

 Thus, it is clear that it is possible to increase 

production with less social inequality and 

environmental damage, or in other words, the 

relations between the economic, social and 

environmental spheres are not necessarily in conflict 

– and do not necessarily represent a game of sum 

zero. It is feasible to maximize social welfare by 

optimizing multiple objectives. 

 

Conclusion And Recommendations For Further 

Studies: 

 In a climate where there is a greater rational 

desire to combine the economic, social and 

environmental spheres, the country is confronted 

with the question: how can greater or less social 

equality and environmental damage be bought about? 

This question gives rise to an apparent dichotomy in 

which it is believed that if a company wanted to be 

more socially and/or environmentally responsible, it 

would harm its production.  

 In clarifying this dilemma and making an 

assessment of the economic and socio-environmental 

efficiency of Brazilian agriculture based on a case 

study of towns in the State of Goiás, the main aim of 

this research study involved employing the analytical 

methods of the Data Envelopment Analysis linked to 

Directional Distance Functions. More precisely, the 

main aims of this study have been: (1) to estimate 

two indicators for socio-environmental efficiency for 

the agricultural sector of towns in Goiás; and (2) to 

provide evidence about which meso- and 

microregions have the most and least efficient units 

from a sustainable standpoint. 
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Table 4: The most and least efficient meso- and microregions. 
Mesoregion 

   

Most efficient 

Central Goiás 33 35 

South Goiás 27 27 

East Goiás 3 7 

North Goiás 3 4 

North-East Goiás 1 1 

Least efficient 

East Goiás 18 9 

North Goiás 12 9 

South Goiás 2 8 

North-East Goiás 2 6 

Central Goiás 2 4 

Microregion 

Most efficient 

  

Anápolis 11 
 

Anápolis 10 

South-East Goiás 10 
 

South-East Goiás 9 

Meia Ponte 9 
 

Ceres 9 

Ceres 8 
 

Meia ponte 8 

Least efficient 

Outskirts of Brasília 11 
 

Outskirts of Brasília 9 

Vão do Paranã 7 
 

Porangatu 7 

Porangatu 7 
   

Catalão 5 
   

Source: compiled by the authors . 

 

 The results displayed a low level of socio-

environmental efficiency. The average rate found 

was 0.37, which shows that it is possible to increase 

production by at least 37% and at the same time, 

reduce production inputs, degraded areas and rural 

poverty  by the same value, simply by adopting best 

practices. Alternatively, if the inputs are kept 

constant, the increase in production and reduction of 

serious environmental and social effects reaches 63% 

on average. 

 In addition, evidence was found of a degree of 

concentration among the most and least efficient 

units. Thus the most efficient mesoregions are 

Central and South Goiás, and the least efficient are 

East Goiás. With regard to the microregions, the 

most efficient were Anápolis and the South-East of 

Goiás, and the least efficient of all was the 

microregion of the outskirts of Brasília. 

 In this way, it was proved that the relations 

between the economic, social and environmental 

spheres are not necessarily dichotomous – and do not 

represent a game of sum zero. It is possible to 

improve one without harming the others, as well as 

to attain multiple objectives and greatly improve 

social welfare. 

 However, there are some limitations which can 

be observed in this study. The first of these is the fact 

that the variable used to measure the environmental 

effects, is only one factor among several others that 

should be taken into account. Only the variable for 

degraded land is used here, even though this does not 

measure, for example, the amount of greenhouse 

gases released into the air. Only one variable is 

employed for reducing environmental degradation to 

a simple factor. Nonetheless, it should be 

remembered that the other variables which could 

broaden the complexity of this dimension, are 

unavailable for a study of the towns. 

 In addition, when determining the question of 

whether or not the towns can be considered to be 

efficient, only the variables chosen need to be taken 

into account. For example, if instead of using the 

variable for rural poverty, the Gini index for variable 

importance had been used to measure the distribution 

of land in the rural environment, the list of efficient 

and inefficient towns would probably have been 

different. A further point that should be stressed is 

that the research drew on data for the year 2006. 

 However, despite these limitations, this research 

study is important not just by contributing to the 

state-of-the-art in Brazil but also because it provides 

useful parameters that can be used by society to 

formulate new policies. As well a showing some key 

features of towns in the State of Goiás, it shows that 

there are clear signs of a sustainable and tangible 

growth without any slowing down of economic 

activity. 

 To conclude, it is worth drawing attention to the 

need to extend this research to other States in future 

work, as well as to carry out a dynamic analysis.  

This should take account of other agricultural 

censuses and thus make it possible to determine if 

there are divergent or convergent trends in the 

practices adopted by the towns. Another suggestion 

for future work would be the application of spatial 

correlation tools to provide a more precise analysis 

of the units under study. 
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